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Penn Green Fund 
Final Report – June 25, 2012 

 

Project: Re-lighting the Annenberg Center 
Award: $5,097 
 
Status of Project 
We are pleased to report that this project is complete and we are grateful to the Penn Green Fund 
for providing the funding to purchase the Designspot 250 Pro LED-based follow-spot system, Light 
Control Consolem and the Designspot follow-light – all of which were installed in the Zellerbach 
Theatre on schedule.   
 
The original goal, as noted above, was to use these fixtures to replace the ‘current’ followspots in the 
Zellerbach Theatre which would save energy and labor costs.  However, once the system was 
installed, we discovered that the LED-based fixtures did not have enough ‘punch’ to do the job of 
the followspots in the Zellerbach, which is our largest theatre, due to the extended throw distance.  
Fortunately, we have two smaller theatres (Harold Prince Theatre and Bruce Montgomery Theatre) 
which had similar needs for a upgraded lighting system and we were able to utilize these instruments 
in those theatres.   
 
We have also used this package to enhance events in the main lobby at the Annenberg Center as 
referenced in our Interim Report, most notably to draw attention to our 40th anniversary season by 
enlivening our public spaces. The light system easily accommodated “gobos” that can be changed as 
needed to project logos, designs, photos, or a variety of images onto almost any available surface. 
We used this throughout the season to add excitement to our events in the main lobby for both the 
Annenberg Center shows and for our University and community rental clients such as Wharton 
Follies, the Center’s exhibit opening, Purchasing Services, Penn Hype & Wharton Dance.  The 
compact size, low energy draw, and flexibility of the system has been perfect for these types of 
applications – adding value to the Center while reducing energy usage and labor costs in setup time. 
 
Next year we plan on utilizing the instruments in the Prince Theater for student performing arts 
shows (SPA) as well as all four By Local presentations and our theatre presentation of Chimera (with 
four performances and two days of tech). Additionally we will employ these instruments more fully 
in the main lobby for our ‘Taste of ‘Series (pre-show tastings of food from the country of the 
performer), the June community ballet recitals and other rental events as appropriate. Finally, we 
plan to apply these instruments in our continued efforts to enliven our space and draw attention to 
our concessions, marketing, merchandise and box office services. 
  
  
Budget Report 
See attached expense report summary. 
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Metrics  
Since the units were not used as originally planned but rather as supplemental lighting, the metrics 
used for evaluation need to be adjusted. As a part of the pilot project to incorporate these 
instruments into our inventory we offered them to select rental clients that hosted their events in 
our main lobby space. These units animated the lobby space and in addition to drawing attention 
made the lobby more inviting.  
  
In the past when we have needed/wanted to provide additional light or splash lighting we had to use 
fixtures that consumed almost twice the amount of energy and, since we had no method to control 
the instruments, beam angles and were relegated to fixed locations.  Therefore it took 6-12 units to 
cover the same areas that we have been able to cover with just two units. Additionally, without the 
lighting console our standard equipment was required to run for many more hours than needed with 
remote dimming control. This setup also required two staff members working for four hours to 
hang instruments and run power cable. With the two new units and a lighting console, we are able to 
refocus, dim, turn on and off fixtures from a single location. Finally, the setup can be done in under 
an hour by one staff member and then run automatically. 
 
As example, below are the basic metrics for a special event in the lobby that resulted in a 75% 
savings in energy consumption and cost to the Center on a single event: 
 
System with Penn Green Fund supporting lighting installation: 

• 6 standard lighting units (750 watts/ea) = 4500 watts/hour x 4 hours (average length of 
event including setup to breakdown) = 18,000 x 10 events last year = 180,000 watts used for 
a traditional setup.  

• Using a watt-to-dollar ratio of 1 watt to $.10, dollars = $18,000. 
 
System utilizing new LED fixtures: 

• LED fixtures (200 watts/ea) in addition to being lighter and able to run with 1 staff person 
as opposed to the two required for standard units, use 200 watts/hr x 2 hours (length of 
actual event) = 400 x 10 events last year = 4000 watts used in this setup.  

• Using a watt-to-dollar ratio of 1 watt to $.10, dollars = $4,000 or less than 25% the energy 
consumption and cost. 

 
We would again like to express our appreciation to the Green Fund for this award, allowing us to 
purchase more efficient, state-of-the-art equipment and realize the associated savings in cost.  
 
Environmental Benefit & Lessons Learned 
We have chosen to report our reflections on environmental benefits and lessons learned in one 
section as they really are one and the same.  Low energy consumption combined with a compact 
package equals less labor costs and most flexibility in application usage.  With the systems ability to 
travel to several spaces at the Center (Harold Prince Theatre, Bruce Montgomery Theatre, and the 
Main Lobby), we have the added benefit of being able to purchase less fixtures to cover more 
spaces. 


